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the world of the game is a space
colony. in the project, the main

character is seabook arno. arno is
the son of a fisherman who died

in a fishing accident. at the age of
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11, arno is offered to join the
zeon army academy and

completes his studies and obtains
the rank of pilot. because of the
incident of the fishing accident,
he lives in a different country.

arno is in love with asuna, a girl.
her father is a certain designer of
mobile suits. one day, arno learns
that he has an older sister. in the

battle with the forces of the
earth, arno has his father's
mobile suit. when a zeon

federation military organization
takes over side-3, one day the

zeon and the earth federation are
fighting on side-7. the rebel group

of side-3 to prevent the
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development of weapons that
would destroy the colonists of
side-7. to prevent this, the pro-
zeon captain commander bright
used a new gundam. the captain

orders his pilot to kill the pro-
earth pilots. the main character

seabook arno is the only pro-
earth pilot. the two groups of

side-3 and side-7 fight in a battle,
but it is not clear if the two sides
will be successful. then the pro-
zeon captain bright orders his
pilot to kill the pro-earth pilot

seabook arno. then seabook arno
becomes the pilot of a new

gundam. then the adventure
begins. the game has a dark
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atmosphere, not for everyone.
the main character is seabook

arno. arno is the son of a
fisherman who died in a fishing

accident. at the age of 11, arno is
offered to join the zeon army
academy and completes his

studies and obtains the rank of
pilot. because of the incident of

the fishing accident, he lives in a
different country. arno is in love
with asuna, a girl. her father is a
certain designer of mobile suits.
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